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Abstract

We study the charged scalar contributions to the Higgs decay channels of h → γγ and h → Zγ

in the Type-II seesaw neutrino model. In most of the allowed parameter space in the model, the

new contribution to h → Zγ is positively correlated with that to h → γγ. If the current excess of

the h → γγ rate measured by the ATLAS Collaboration persists, the h → Zγ rate should be also

larger than the corresponding standard model prediction. We demonstrate that the anti-correlation

between h → γγ and h → Zγ only exists in some special region.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Current experimental results at the LHC for the Higgs search are consistent with the

predictions of the Higgs boson (h) in the standard model (SM) [1, 2]. However, in the

h → γγ decay channel, there exists some inconsistency between ATLAS and CMS Collab-

orations, in which the observed rate is 1.6+0.3
−0.3 [3] and 0.78+0.28

−0.26 [4] in comparison with the

SM prediction [5–9], respectively. Although there is no significant discrepancy with respect

to the SM in the diphoton mode at the moment, if the excess (deficit) seen by the ATLAS

(CMS) is confirmed by the future measurements, some new physics explanation is clearly

needed. Theoretically, models with additional charged particles in the loops are the common

approaches to enhance the decay rate of h → γγ [10–28]. It was pointed out that a combined

analysis of h → γγ and h → Zγ could provide more complete electroweak charge structure

of these new physics and hence, test the feasibility of these models more precisely [29–39].

The Type-II seesaw mechanism [40–46] is a well-motivated way to generate small neutrino

masses with additional charged scalars beyond the SM and its related studies on h → γγ

have been devoted in Refs. [47–51]. The decay rate of h → Zγ in the Type-II seesaw model

has been recently investigated in Ref. [52] and found an interesting correlation between

h → γγ and h → Zγ due to the doubly charge scalar H++. In this paper, we further

consider the effects of the singly charge scalar H+ on h → γγ and h → Zγ in the Type-II

seesaw model by applying the general discussion in Ref. [53]. Interestingly, we obtain a

correlated relation between h → γγ and h → Zγ in most of the parameter space in the

model. The anti-correlation between h → γγ and h → Zγ can only exist in some special

case. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we briefly introduce the Type-II seesaw

model. In Sec. III, the correlation between h → Zγ and h → γγ is studied. Conclusion are

given in Sec. IV.

II. TYPE-II SEESAW MODEL

In the Type-II seesaw model [40–46], a scalar triplet ∆ with its representation (3, 2) under

SU(2)L × U(1)Y gauge groups is introduced, which can be expressed as

∆ =





1√
2
∆+ ∆++

∆0 − 1√
2
∆+



 , (1)
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leading to the Yukawa couplings

Yab(LLa)c(iσ2)∆(LLb) + h.c. , (2)

with the Pauli matrix σ2 and the symmetric matrix Yab. The scalar potential of the model

can be in general expressed in the form

V (Φ,∆) = −m2
Φ(Φ

†Φ) + λ(Φ†Φ)2 +M2
∆Tr(∆

†∆) + λ1[Tr(∆
†∆)]2 + λ2Tr (∆

†∆)2

+λ3(Φ
†Φ)Tr(∆†∆) + λ4Φ

†[∆† , ∆]Φ +

(

µ√
2
ΦT iσ2∆

†Φ + h.c.

)

, (3)

where Φ is the SM Higgs doublet with the vacuum expectation value (VEV) 〈Φ〉 =

(0, v/
√
2)T , and all parameters in the potential are taken to be real without loss of gener-

ality. Note that the potential in Eq. (3) becomes to the one in Ref. [52] after the use of the

transformations: λ → λ/2, λ1 → (λ1 + λ2)/2, λ2 → −λ2/2, λ3 → λ4, λ4 → λ5, and µ → Λ6.

The neutral component ∆0 of the triplet scalar in Eq. (1) acquires its VEV v∆ =
√
2〈∆0〉

through the relation

v∆[2M
2
∆ + (λ3 − λ4)v

2 + 2(λ1 + λ2)v
2
∆]− µv2 = 0 , (4)

where M∆ represents the mass scale of the triplet scalar. For the case of M∆ ≫ v, such as

the grand unification scale, the triplet VEV is naturally suppressed as v∆ ≈ µv2/(2M2
∆). In

this scenario, the extra scalars will have no significant effects on the collider phenomena. In

this paper, we concentrate on the mass scale where the triplet ∆ is testable within the LHC

search. In this case, we expect M∆ ≈ v so that v∆ ∼ µ. On the other hand, v∆ is constrained

to have an upper bound v∆ . O(1) GeV by the parameter ρ ≡ m2
W/(m2

Z cos2 θW ) =

1.004+0.0003
−0.0004 [54]. As a result, v∆ comes from the nonzero coefficient µ of the last term in

Eq. (3), corresponding to the breaking of lepton number symmetry. It will generate the

Majorana neutrino mass at the tree level

(Mν)ab =
√
2v∆Yab , (5)

where a, b = e, µ and τ . To understand the small neutrino masses, the upper bound v∆ ≈
1 GeV corresponds to a suppressed Yukawa coupling of Y . 10−9, whereas the lower bound

v∆ ≈ 10−9 GeV is set if Y = O(1). Back to the scalar sector, the mass spectra of the scalars
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can be solved from Eq. (3), given by

m2
h =

1

2

(

M2
11 +M2

22 −
√

(M2
11 −M2

22)
2 + 4M4

12

)

, (6)

m2
H0 =

1

2

(

M2
11 +M2

22 +
√

(M2
11 −M2

22)
2 + 4M4

12

)

, (7)

m2
A0 =

[

M2
∆ +

1

2
(λ3 − λ4)v

2 + (λ1 + λ2)v
2
∆

](

1 +
4v2∆
v2

)

, (8)

m2
H± =

[

M2
∆ +

1

2
λ3v

2 + (λ1 + λ2)v
2
∆

](

1 +
2v2∆
v2

)

, (9)

m2
H±± = M2

∆ +
1

2
(λ3 + λ4) v

2 + λ1v
2
∆ , (10)

where h is the SM-like Higgs, H0 and A0 are the CP even and odd neutral components,

and H+ and H++ are the singly and doubly charge mass eigenstates, respectively, while the

neutral scalar mass matrix elements are

M2
11 = 2λv2 , M2

22 = M2
∆ +

1

2
(λ3 − λ4)v

2 + 3(λ1 + λ2)v
2
∆ ,

M2
12 = −2v∆

v

[

M2
∆ + (λ1 + λ2)v

2
∆

]

. (11)

The mixing angles of the singly charged and neutral scalars are approximately proportional

to v∆/v, so the charged mass eigenstates H+ and H++ nearly coincide with the weak eigen-

states ∆+ (I3 = 0, Q = 1) and ∆++ (I3 = 1, Q = 2), respectively. For this reason, we will

ignore the contributions from v∆ from now on. It is also worth noticing that the trilinear

couplings for the charged scalars with the SM-like Higgs h are given by

µhH+H− = λ3v =
2

v

(

m2
H+ −M2

∆

)

, (12)

µhH++H−− = (λ3 + λ4)v =
2

v

(

m2
H++ −M2

∆

)

. (13)

From the above relations, the deviations of the charged scalars with the triplet bare mass

M∆ clearly affect both signs and magnitudes of the corresponding trilinear couplings. In

general, the mass splitting or the gauge quantum number of a scalar multiplet beyond the

SM is also constrained by the oblique parameters. In the Type-II seesaw model, one can set

the upper bound on the mass splitting of the triplet to be |mH++ −mH+ | . 40 GeV, which

is insensitive to the triplet scale M∆ [50]. The constraints for the parameters in the scalar

potential can obtained from the stable conditions, given by

λ ≥ 0 , λ1 + λ2 ≥ 0 , 2λ1 + λ2 ≥ 0 ,

λ3 ± λ4 + 2
√

λ(λ1 + λ2) ≥ 0 , λ3 ± λ4 + 2
√

λ(λ1 + λ2/2) ≥ 0 . (14)
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To ensure the perturbativity and the conditions in Eq. (14) from the electroweak to higher

energy scale (e.g. Planck scale), a positive value of λ3 is preferred if λ1,2 are taken to be

small [50, 52]. However, a negative value of λ3 is still possible as long as the square roots

in Eq. (14) are large enough [48, 50, 55]. In what follows we consider the implications of

h → γγ and h → Zγ in these two parameter regions.

III. CORRELATION BETWEEN h → γγ AND h → Zγ

The general formulae for scalar (s), t-quark, and W -boson contributions to the decay

rates of h → γγ and h → Zγ can be derived by the Feynman rules listed in Ref. [56], and

the results are given by [53]

Γ(h → γγ) =
GFα

2m3
h

128
√
2π3

∣

∣

∣

∣

3Q2
tA

γγ
1/2(τt) + Aγγ

1 (τW ) +Q2
s

vµhss∗

2m2
s

Aγγ
0 (τs)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (15)

Γ(h → Zγ) =
α2

512π3
m3

h

(

1− m2
Z

m2
h

)3 ∣
∣

∣

∣

AZγ
SM − µhss∗

m2
ssW cW

(2QsQ
Z
s )A

Zγ
0 (τs, λs)

∣

∣

∣

∣

2

, (16)

with

AZγ
SM =

2

v

[

cot θWAZγ
1 (τW , λW ) +

(6Qt)(I
3
t − 2Qts

2
W )

sW cW
AZγ

1/2(τt, λt)

]

, (17)

where sW ≡ sin θW , cW ≡ cos θW , µhss∗ is the trilinear coupling derived from the scalar

potential, τi = 4m2
i /m

2
h, λi = 4m2

i /m
2
Z (i = W, t, s). Qt,s are the electric charges of t-quark

and the scalar, and QZ
s = I3s − Qs sin

2 θW with I3t,s being the third isospin components of

t-quark and the scalar, respectively. The loop functions Aγγ
(0, 1/2, 1) and AZγ

(0, 1/2, 1) in Eqs. (15)

and (16) are defined as

Aγγ
0 (x) = −x2[x−1 − f(x−1)] ,

Aγγ
1/2(x) = 2x2[x−1 + (x−1 − 1)f(x−1)] ,

Aγγ
1 (x) = −x2[2x−2 + 3x−1 + 3(2x−1 − 1)f(x−1)] ,

AZγ
0 (x, y) = I1(x, y) ,

AZγ
1/2(x, y) = I1(x, y)− I2(x, y) ,

AZγ
1 (x, y) = 4(3− tan2 θW )I2(x, y) + [(1 + 2x−1) tan2 θW − (5 + 2x−1)]I1(x, y) , (18)

where

I1(x, y) =
xy

2(x− y)
+

x2y2

2(x− y)2
[f(x−1)− f(y−1)] +

x2y

(x− y)2
[g(x−1)− g(y−1)] ,

I2(x, y) = − xy

2(x− y)
[f(x−1)− f(y−1)] , (19)
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with the functions f(x) and g(x) in the range x < 1, given by

f(x) = (sin−1
√
x)2 ,

g(x) =
√
x−1 − 1(sin−1

√
x) . (20)

In the SM, the W -boson contributions to h → γγ and h → Zγ dominate over those from

t-quark, while the signs of the corresponding amplitudes Aγγ
1 and AZγ

1 are opposite. The

new contributions to h → γγ or h → Zγ beyond the SM are usually characterized by the

expressions

Rγγ(Zγ) =
σ(pp → h)Br(h → γγ(Zγ))

σSM(pp → h)BrSM(h → γγ(Zγ))
. (21)

In our case, the SM-like Higgs production rates are almost the same as those for the SM

since the mixing with the triplet is very small. For h → γγ, the type of the interference

between the new charged scalar and the SM contributions only depends on the sign of µhss∗

since Q2
s is always positive. In our discussion, the trilinear couplings of H+ and H++ to h

are given in Eqs. (12) and (13). If µhss∗ is negative (positive), then the interference with the

SM one is constructive (destructive). The situation in h → Zγ is more complicated [53].

To determine whether the new charged scalar contribution to h → Zγ is constructive or

destructive, we need to know the sign of not only µhss∗, but also the charge combination

QsQ
Z
s = (I3 + Y/2)(I3 cos

2 θW − Y sin2 θW/2). It is obvious that a larger value of I3 yields

a positive value of QsQ
Z
s , whereas QsQ

Z
s becomes negative for a larger Y . Finally, by

comparing with the SM amplitudes, it is easy to see from Eqs. (15) and (16) that a positive

(negative) value of QsQ
Z
s will lead to the correlated (anti-correlated) behavior between

h → γγ and h → Zγ.1

In the Type-II seesaw model, new contributions to h → γγ and h → Zγ arise only from

the loops involving with the charged scalars of H± and H±±. Since the mixing between

the doublet and triplet scalars is ignored, QsQ
Z
s are negative and positive for H+ and H++

as they approximately correspond to I3 = 0 and 1, respectively. Clearly, for having H+

alone, the rates of h → γγ and h → Zγ are anti-correlated. We may set mH++ = M∆ to

eliminate the contributions of H++ and plot with M∆ = 200 GeV as presented in Fig. 1.

The anti-correlated region with mH+ < M∆, corresponding to λ3 < 0, is shown in Fig. 1a.

1 We note that our result in Eq. (16) is different from Eq. (5.11) in Ref. [52]. The reason for the difference

lies in that the scalar contribution to h → Zγ in Eq. (5.11) used by the authors of Ref. [52] has an extra

factor −1/(2 sin2 θW ) [57].
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FIG. 1. Rγγ (solid) and RZγ (dashed) versus mH+ with mH++ = M∆ = 200 GeV for (a) mH+ <

M∆ (λ3 < 0) and (b) mH+ > M∆ (λ3 > 0).
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FIG. 2. Rγγ (solid) and RZγ (dashed) versus mH++ with mH+ = M∆ = 200 GeV for (a) mH++ <

M∆ (λ3 + λ4 < 0) and (b) mH++ > M∆ (λ3 + λ4 > 0).

We note that this parameter space allowed by the constraints from the vacuum stability and

oblique parameters is small. On the other hand, for mH+ > M∆ with λ3 > 0, the results are

depicted in Fig. 1b. In this case, the H+ domination is not preferred as the h → γγ rate

gets reduced, which conflicts with the current data at the LHC.

In Fig. 2, we give the related decay rates for the new contributions only from H++, which

is equivalent to set mH+ = M∆. In this case, the rates of h → γγ and h → Zγ are correlated

with each other as shown in Fig. 2. Similarly, the region with λ3 + λ4 > 0 is not preferred
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FIG. 3. Rγγ (solid) and RZγ (dashed) versus (a) mH+ with mH++ = 170 GeV and (b) mH++

with mH+ = 170 GeV, where M∆ = 200 GeV and the shaded areas represent the anti-correlated

regions.

by the LHC results. It is important to note that for λ3 + λ4 < 0, the constraint on the

mass difference between mH+ and mH++ from the oblique parameters also limits the value

of mH++ , so that the h → γγ rate can not be arbitrarily large. Finally, in Fig. 3 we illustrate

the general case with both H+ and H++ contributions being taken into account, where we

have fixed the masses of H++ and H+ to be 170 GeV in Figs. 3a and 3b, respectively. It

turns out that in most of the allowed parameter space, the H++ contributions are dominant,

resulting in the positive correlation between the h → γγ and h → Zγ rates, since both Q2
s

and QsQ
Z
s are larger than those of H+. It is also consistent with the results shown in

Ref. [53]. However, the anti-correlation can still exist if the H+ contributions dominate

over those from H++. For example, one can enhance the H+ contributions by reducing

mH+ and increasing µhH+H+ simultaneously, as plotted in Fig. 3a with mH+ . 125 GeV.

Another way is to suppress the H++ contributions by setting M∆ ≈ mH++ as in the region

190 GeV . mH++ . 210 GeV in Fig. 3b.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have studied the details of h → γγ and h → Zγ rates in the Type-II seesaw model.

In particular, we have shown that the contributions to h → γγ and h → Zγ from H++ (H+)

by itself are (anti-)correlated. On the other hand, for the general case with the existences

8



of both H+ and H++, we have found that the deviation of the h → Zγ rate from the SM

prediction has the same sign as the h → γγ counterpart in most of the parameter space,

whereas in some small regions with λ3 < 0 and mH++ ≃ M∆, the anti-correlation between

h → γγ and h → Zγ appears, which could be tested in the future experiments at the LHC.
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